
The Radon transform is a popular
tool for regularization and prepro-
cessing of seismic data prior to migra-
tion, AVO analysis, and stratigraphic
interpretation. The most common uses
of the Radon transform are to sup-
press ground roll, incoherent noise,
and multiples. Suppression of coher-
ent noise greatly facilitates prestack
migration velocity analysis. However,
for AVO analysis, it is most important
that any removal of noise not degrade
the signal component of the reflec-
tions. In this paper, we examine the
amplitude-preservation properties of
the parabolic Radon transform as
applied for multiple suppression to
the range-limited CMP gathers com-
monly analyzed in 2-D and 3-D sur-
veys. First a least-squares Radon
transformation implemented in the
frequency-offset domain (such as is
commonly used in the industry) will
be illustrated. Then the results will be
compared with an improved version
of a weighted least-squares Radon
transformation implemented in the
time-offset domain.

Figure 1 illustrates the construc-
tion of the parabolic Radon transform
domain and related artifacts. The par-
abolic Radon transform domain is
generated by summing the data along
a set of parabolic paths, parameterized
by a curvature, q, which intersect the
h = 0 axis at time τ. This operation is
repeated for each intercept time sam-
ple (Figure 1a). Ideally, an approxi-
mately parabolic event should map
into a point in the parabolic Radon
transform domain (Figure 1b). Figure
1b, however, contains two linear flares
that are caused by the data truncation
at the near- and far-offsets. We will
find that the generated artifacts are
detrimental to the true-amplitude
recovery of the primary events, espe-
cially at the near offsets.

Like all transform filter pairs, the
Radon transform first “forward”
transforms the data (Figure 2a) into a
model parameter space (Figure 2b)
where we hope that crossing primary
and multiple events will be better sep-
arated. In the most common multi-
ple-suppression process, unwanted
multiple events are windowed in the
model parameter space (Figures 2c,
2d) and reconstructed in the data
space using an inverse Radon trans-
form (Figure 2e). At this point the

modeled multiples are subtracted
from the original data to obtain a “pri-
maries only” gather (Figure 2f). Note
that, for the parabolic Radon trans-
form, these two transforms (forward
and inverse) are not exact inverses of
each other. It means that successive
application of the forward transform

followed by an inverse Radon trans-
form does not generate exactly the
original data. We therefore calculate
model parameters so that they recon-
struct the original seismic data in a
least-squares sense. Although Figure
2 shows acceptable multiple removal,
it will be later demonstrated (Figures
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Figure 1. Construction of the parabolic Radon transform domain. (a) Data
are summed along a set of parabolic paths, parameterized by a curvature
(q) which intersect the h = 0 axis at time τ. (b) The transform domain which
contains two linear artifacts.
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Figure 2. Multiple-removal methodology using the parabolic Radon trans-
form. (a) Original data. (b) After forward transformation primaries and
multiples are better separated. (c-d) Primaries are muted. (e) Inverse trans-
form generates an estimate of multiples. (f) Estimated primaries after (e) is
subtracted from (a).
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7-10) that the amplitude of the pri-
mary event may not be preserved after
multiple removal. To understand how
the amplitudes of the primary event
are affected by the parabolic Radon

multiple-elimination method is the
motivation of this study.

Figures 3a-c are subsets of the full
amplitudes shown in Figure 1a;
Figures 3a and 3b contain, respec-

tively, the near- and the far-offset, and
Figure 3c contains five traces. In
Figures 3a-f we show how the differ-
ent subsets of the reflector event
shown in Figure 1a are “transformed”
by copying the reflection amplitude at
(t, h) to every (τ, q) value that repre-
sents a parabola that intersects the
value (t, h). In this manner, each trace
is mapped to a corresponding linear
event with slope dτ/dq = h2 in the
transform, or (τ, q) domain (Figure
3f). We note that the three internal
traces interfere with each other. If we
have no intermediate traces, the data
are spatially aliased, giving rise to the
patterns seen in Figures 3d and 3e.
We note that the aliasing is more pro-
nounced at the values of q that are far-
ther from the value q0 that defines the
curve in Figure 1a. If we now use
every trace in Figure 1a, we see that
we have destructive interference of
the aliases for all but the two end
member traces (as showed in Figure
1b).

We now attempt to reduce these
artifacts by tapering the amplitude of
the reflectivity at the near and far off-
sets (Figures 4a, 4b). Tapering at the
far offset reduces the corresponding
artifacts while tapering at the near off-
sets worsens the related artifacts
(Figures 4d, 4e). Examining Figures
3a and 3b we see that the near and far
offsets are sampled differently. Since
the curvatures at the near offsets are
quite flat, peaks on the near offsets
are mapped to very localized distrib-
ution of intercept times (only .008 s in
Figure 3d). In contrast, peaks on the
far offsets are mapped to a much more
diffuse set of intercept times (0.500 s
in Figure 3e). The peaks and the
troughs on the farther offsets therefore
map to overlapping zones in the trans-
form domain, so that tapering helps
reduce the artifacts. A good practice
would be to taper the far offsets and
not the near offsets (Figures 4c, 4f). 

Figure 5 shows the effect of miss-
ing offsets. One more linear streak is
present in Figure 5d that is related to
the missing offset. It is equivalent to
having subtracted out the impulse
response denoted by dτ/dq = h3

2 in
Figure 3f from the transform in Figure
1b. Interpolation of the missing traces
before applying the parabolic Radon
transform improves the transform
result (Figures 5b, 5e). Tapering the far
offsets reduces the corresponding arti-
facts (Figures 5c, 5f).

An alternative to tapering is to
design a transform that weighs how
accurately we wish to reconstruct the
data. Instead of tapering the data and
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Figure 3. How artifacts are constructed in the parabolic Radon transform
domain.  A single trace generates a linear artifact with a slope correspond-
ing to the square of its offset. A closer sampling of the inner traces will
cause them to destructively interfere with each other, leaving only the arti-
facts corresponding to the near and far offsets (as shown in Figure 1b).
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Figure 4. Effects of tapering the data before parabolic Radon transform.
Tapering the near offsets increases the corresponding artifacts (b, e).
Tapering the far offsets reduces the corresponding artifacts (c, f).
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Figure 5. Effects of missing traces
in the parabolic Radon transform
domain. The edges of a gap in an
event act as spikes and generate
artifacts (a, d). Interpolation of the
missing traces reduces the artifacts
in the transform domain (e, f).
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Figure 6. Effect of weighting the
data before the parabolic Radon
transform. The near- and far-offset
artifacts appear less obvious than
in Figure 1b.
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Figure 7. Effect on amplitude of
the primary event after the para-
bolic Radon multiple removal. 
(a-c) Forward inverse transforma-
tion of the data does not apprecia-
bly harm the amplitude of the
events. The loss of amplitude of
the primary event at the near off-
sets occurs because of mapping of
the artifacts related to the primary
events into the multiple area (d-f).
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Figure 8. (a-e) Effect on amplitude
of the primary event when the
primary and multiple events are
close to each other. (f) Amplitude
extraction of primary event P2
before and after the parabolic
Radon multiple removal. Only
near offsets are adversely affected.
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Figure 9. (a-e) Effect on amplitude
of the primary event when the
primary and multiple events inter-
fere with each other. (f) Amplitude
extraction of the primary event P2
after the parabolic Radon multiple
removal. Only near offsets are
adversely affected.
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Figure 10. (a-e) Effects on ampli-
tude of the primary event when
the primary and multiple events
interfere with each other at far
offset. (f) Amplitude extraction of
the primary event P2 before and
after the parabolic Radon multiple
removal. Only near offsets are
adversely affected.
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then attempting to reconstruct the
tapered data in a least-squares sense,
we will taper the weights applied to
the misfit between our modeled and
measured data in our objective func-
tion. Clearly, missing data should
have a weight of zero, while interpo-
lated data should have a weight some-
where between that of the measured
and missing data. By modifying our
weights, we will allow our algorithm
to exactly fit the untapered near and
far traces, as long as the interior traces

are already fit. Given this philosophy,
we recognize that because the CMP
gathers are symmetric, the worst thing
we can do is to taper the inside traces
to zero, thereby asking our algorithm
to reconstruct an artificial hole in our
data. Rather, we should attempt to
interpolate the missing data from both
sides and apply lower weights to their
reconstruction. We show the results of
this procedure in Figure 6. A time-off-
set domain implementation is used.
The transform domain (Figure 6b)

appears sharper than the corre-
sponding least-squares transform
domain (Figure 1b). However, appli-
cation on a marine data set (Figures
15-16) shows an equivalent result from
the amplitude-preservation point of
view. For generating Figures 7-14, a
least-squares Radon transform is
used. Figure 7 illustrates how the par-
abolic Radon transform affects the
amplitude of the primary event even
when the primaries and the multiples
are well separated. Figures 7b and 7c
represent, respectively, the forward
and the inverse parabolic Radon
transform of the data in Figure 7a (two
primaries and multiples). We extract
the amplitude along the primary
event P2 (Figure 7f). The solid line is
the amplitude of the original event,
and the dotted line represents the
amplitude after reconstruction (Figure
7f). No appreciable amplitude is lost
in the forward and inverse transform
processes. Figure 7d shows the para-
bolic Radon transform domain with
the primaries muted. We have circled
the low-amplitude flare emanating
from the P2 primary event that will be
passed by our mute, as if it belonged
to the multiple component of the data.
Inverse transform of the muted data
in Figure 7d generates the multiples
in Figure 7e, and also generates that
component of the primary event P2
corresponding to passed flare.
Subtraction of these “multiples” from
the original data (Figure 7a) therefore
removes part of the primary event P2.
The dashed line in Figure 7f shows
how multiple suppression has
harmed the amplitude of the near-off-
set traces.
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Figure 11. Near-offset interpolation using the iterative parabolic Radon
transform. (a) Marine CMP gather in which four near-offset traces are
missing. (b) Same gather after reconstruction of missing offsets.
Reconstruction appears very reliable.
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Figure 12. (a) CMP gather after a partial NMO correction. Some primaries are overcorrected, and some multiples are
undercorrected. (b) Forward parabolic transform domain. Most events are mapped over a range of curvatures. Note
that the primary-multiple separation is not perfect. (c) Transform domain with primaries muted. (d) Estimate of
multiples after inverse transform.
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Amplitude preservation is more
difficult as the primary and multiple
events come closer and eventually
cross each other. Figure 8 represents
the amplitude behavior of the primary
event P2 when multiple M1 partly
interferes with the primary. Figure 9
shows the amplitude behavior of the
primary event P2 when primary P2
and multiple M1 merge into a single
event at the near offsets. They are still
quite well separated in the parabolic
Radon transform domain (Figure 9b).
In Figure 9f, the solid line represents
amplitude extraction along the origi-
nal event (Figure 9a); the dotted line
shows amplitude extraction along the
event P2 when P2 and M1 are well
separated (as in Figure 7); the dashed
line shows the amplitude extraction
along P2 after multiple removal. The
reconstructed data (Figure 9c) will
have the same amplitude as the orig-
inal data (not shown). For complete-
ness, Figure 10 illustrates the
amplitude behavior when P2 and M1
are crossing each other at the far off-
sets.

Marine data example. We now illus-
trate the amplitude behavior of the
parabolic Radon multiple suppression
method with a marine data example.
Figure 11a is a marine CMP gather
with four near-offset missing traces.
Figure 11b shows the CMP gather
after near-offset interpolation using
the iterative parabolic Radon trans-
form method. Figure 12a is the CMP
gather after a partial NMO correction;
most multiples are undercorrected.
We will examine the amplitude extrac-
tion of the flattened event at time 1.3
s. Figure 12b represents the parabolic
Radon transform domain where the
primaries and the multiples can be
separated. Figure 12c is the parabolic
Radon transform domain after the pri-
mary part is zeroed which after an
inverse parabolic Radon transform
generates an estimate of the multiples
as shown in Figure 12d. 

The estimated multiples never
match perfectly with the original mul-
tiples for various reasons (e.g., the par-
abolic approximation of the events
even after a partial NMO is not valid;
the forward and the inverse Radon
transforms are not exact inverses of
each other). A simple subtraction of
the estimated multiples may not com-
pletely remove all multiples from the
original data. Sometimes a least-
squares subtraction process (instead of
a simple subtraction) of the estimated
multiples is used. The method is based
on the shaping filter approach where
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Figure 13. Simple (a) versus least-squares (b) subtraction of estimated mul-
tiples. Least-squares removes the multiples more effectively and also
removes more of the primaries that are mapped into the multiple domain.
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Figure 14. (a-c) Effect on amplitude of the primary event after parabolic
Radon multiple removal. (d) Amplitude extraction of the primary event at
1.3 s before and after simple and least-squares subtraction of estimated
multiples. Only near offsets are adversely affected.
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the estimated multiples are matched
with the original data (with multiples)
in the least-squares sense and then
subtracted. Application of a short fil-
ter generally does not harm the pri-
maries. Note that the least-squares
subtraction process is a completely
separate operation from the least-
squares implementation of the para-
bolic Radon transform.

Figure 13a is the CMP gather after
a simple subtraction of the multiples
(Figure 12d) from the original data
(Figure 12a). Most multiples are sup-
pressed, leaving some traces of mul-
tiples at the far offsets. Figure 13b
shows the gather after a least-squares
subtraction of the estimated multiples
from the original data. Multiples
appear to have been better removed.
However, it will be shown that least-
squares subtraction process removes
a part of the primaries as well.

Figure 14 illustrates the amplitude
behavior of the parabolic Radon trans-
form based multiple-suppression
method. Figure 14a shows part of the
original CMP gather. Figures 14b and
14c represent, respectively, the part of
the gather after simple and least-
squares subtraction of the estimated
multiples from the original gather.
Figure 14d shows the amplitude
extraction of the gathers for the flat-
tened event at 1.3 s. The solid line
shows the amplitude extraction of the
original gather (before any multiple
removal). The dotted line represents
the amplitude extraction of the gather
after simple subtraction of the esti-
mated multiples. An amplitude dis-
crepancy is observed at offsets 0-300
m and 800-1800 m. The near-offset dis-
crepancy is mainly due to the gener-
ated artifacts in the parabolic Radon
transform domain as illustrated in the
synthetic data examples. However,
the amplitude discrepancy between
offsets 800-1800 m is due to the posi-
tive effect of some multiple removal.
In the original gather there is some
multiple interference between offsets
800-1800 m. Least-squares subtraction
removes the multiples better and also
removes more of the primaries that are
mapped into the multiple domain.

Figure 15 compares the least-
squares and the time-offset domain
implementation of the weighted
least-squares Radon transforms.
Figure 15b, the result of the weighted
least-squares Radon, appears a little
better than the least-squares Radon
(Figure 15a). Figures 16a and 16b are
the same as Figures 14a and 14b.
Figure 16c represents the part of the
gather after a weighted least-squares
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Figure 15. (a) After simple subtraction of multiples estimated by least-
squares Radon transform. (b) After multiple removal using weighted least-
squares Radon transformation.
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Figure 16. (a-c) Effect on the amplitude of the primary event after parabolic
Radon multiple removal. (d) Amplitude extraction of the primary event at
1.3 s before and after least-squares and weighted least-squares Radon
transformation. Results are equivalent.
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Radon multiple removal. Figure 16d
shows the amplitude extraction of
the gathers for the flattened event at
1.3 s. The solid line shows the ampli-
tude extraction of the original gather
(before any multiple removal). The
dotted and dashed lines represent the
amplitude extraction of the gather,
respectively, after the least-squares
Radon and the weighted least-
squares Radon multiple removal. The
two curves almost superpose on each
other. So the improvement for the
real data set is marginal.

Conclusions. The least-squares par-
abolic Radon transform is an effective
tool for multiple suppression when
a moveout discrimination between
the primaries and multiples exists.
The method does not preserve the
amplitude at the near offsets which
is caused by the artifacts generated
in the forward transform domain. 
For AVO analysis, we recommend
weighting the contaminated near-off-
set traces less in the least-squares fit
to estimate amplitude slope and
intercept attributes.

Suggestions for further reading.
Slant-stack processing edited by H. F.
Gardner and Lee Lu (Geophysics
Reprint Series, No. 14). “Restoration
of missing offsets by parabolic Radon
transform” by Kabir and Verschuur
(Geophysical Prospecting, 1995).  LE
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